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An Economic Study of
Peach Production in Louisiana
In recent years considerable interest has arisen throughout the northern
part of Louisiana in the development of peach production on a commer-
cial scale. The production of peaches is not new to many farmers in the
sandy hill areas of Louisiana, but the enterprise is one that has not been
developed to any large extent. The decline of the cotton enterprise which
began in 1933 has focused attention on possible alternative crops which
may be profitably produced—thus taking up the "slack" in farming sys-
tems by providing fuller utilization of the farm resources, land, labor,
and management.
In order to make a proper evaluation of peach production and the fur-
ther possibilities of expanding the enterprise, a study has been made of a
group of commercial orchards. The purposes of this study are as follows:
(1) to determine the cost of establishing commercial peach orchards; (2)
to determine the costs and returns from the enterprise; (3) to make some
observations on the enterprise as it is being handled under Louisiana con-
ditions; (4) to determine whether or not it would be economically de-
sirable to expand the commercial production of peaches in Louisiana.
Table 1. The Number of Peach Trees in Louisiana by Type of
Farming Areas, 1940.i
Number of Trees
Type of Farming Area Bearing age Less than bearing age Total
number percent number percent number percent
North Louisiana Upland
Cotton Area 141,086 34.9 85,066 32.3 226,15^ 33.8
Central Louisiana
Cut-over Pine Area 32,663 8.1 20,711 7.9 53,374 8.0
Red River Delta Area
, 71,558 17.7 47,049 17.8 118,607 17.7
Cut-over Flatwoods Area 33,877 8.4 17,430 6.6 51,307 7.7
Louisiana Rice Area 23,421 5.8 14,519 5.5 37,940 5.7
Brown Loam Mixed
Farming Area . . . 2,390 .6 2,105 .8 4,495 .7
Mississippi River Delta
Cotton Area 51,338 12.7 44,084 16.7 95,422 14.3
Central Louisiana Mixed
Farming Area 28,778 7.1 13,957 5.3 42,735 6.4
Sugarcane Area 8,207 2.0 6,496 2.5 14,703 2.2
East Louisiana Cotton, Dairy,
and Strawberry Area 10,319 2.5 11349 4.4 21,868 3.3
New Orleans Dairy, Truck,
and Fruit Area . . 1,045 .2 616 .2 1,661 .2
Total, All Areas 404,682 100.0 263,582 100.0 668,264 100.0
1 United States Census, 1940.
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THE EXTENT OF PEACH PRODUCTION IN LOUISIANA
Peaches are grown in every area of the state, but about one-third of all
trees are found in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area. This area
is surrounded by the Mississippi Delta Cotton Area on the East, the Red
River Delta Area on the West, and the Central Louisiana Cut-Over Pine
Area on the South. Approximately 40 percent of the trees in Louisiana
are found in the three adjacent areas. Thus, nearly three-fourths of all
peach trees are located in Northern Louisiana, table 1.
The distribution of peach trees of bearing age in Louisiana is shown
in figure 1. The distribution of peach trees of less than bearing age shown
in figure 2 follows a very similar pattern, and indicates that little change
is taking place in the general location of peach production in Louisiana.
.THE NUMBER OF PEACH TREES IN LOUISIANA
OF BEARING AGE IN 1940
Figure 1.—Most of the trees of bearing age are found in the North Louisiana Upland
Cotton Area and adjacent areas. The number of trees is small in the southern areas
of the state.
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THE NUMBER OF PEACH TREES IN LOUISIANA LESS THAN
BEARING AGE IN 1940
iNATCHITOCMtS
TYPE OF FARMING AREAS
1 North Louisiana Upland Cotton
2 Central Louisiana Cut-over Pine
3 Red River Delta
4 Cut-over Flatwoods
5 Brown Loam Mixed Farming
6 Mississippi River Delta Cotton
7 Central Louisiana Mixed Farming
8 Sugarcane
9 Cotton, Dairy, and Strawberry
10 Louisiana Rice
11 New Orleans Dairy, Truck, and
Fruit
10
1 dot = 1000 trees
Source: U. S. Census
ir
Figure 2.—^The distribution of trees less than bearing age follows a pattern similar to
that of bearing trees, and indicates that no significant shifts in production areas are
taking place.
The greatest concentration of peach trees, however, is not found in the
North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, but in the Central Louisiana Cut-
over Pine Area and the Cut-over Flatwoods Area. The density of peach
trees per 10,000 acres of cropland harvested is shown in figure 3. There
is considerably greater concentration of trees in Lincoln and Jackson
parishes than in any other section of the North Louisiana Upland Cotton
Area. The density is greatest in the Central Louisiana Cut-over Pine
Area, and the Cut-over Flatwoods Area because the acreage of cultivated
cropland is small in these areas and not because of exceedingly large num-
bers of trees.
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THE NUMBER OF PEACH TREES IN LOUISIANA PER 10,000 ACRES
OF CROPLAND HARVESTED
TYPE OF FARMING AREAS
1 North Louisiana Upland Cotton
2 Central Louisiana Cut-over Pine
3 Red River Delta
4 Cut-over Flatwoods
5 Brown Loam Mixed Farming
6 Mississippi River Delta Cotton
7 Central Louisiana Mixed Farming
8 Sugarcane
9 Cotton, Dairy, and Strawberry
10 Louisiana Rice
11 New Orleans Dairy, Truck, and
Fruit
|8E«URE0AR0«» • '
gjEFFERSON DAVIS
10
1 ddt = 100 trees
Source: U. S. Census
Figure 3.—The greatest concentration of peach trees in relation to the harvested crop-
land is found in North Central and West Central Louisiana. The concentration in the
Central Louisiana Cut-over Pine Area and the Cut-over Flat Woods Area is due not
so much to a large number of trees, but to the fact that the acres in harvested cropland
is small. Both the acreage in harvested cropland and the number of trees is large m
the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PEACH ENTERPRISE
ON THE FARMS SURVEYED
The study of commercial peach orchards in 1944 included 31 farmers
who were producing enough peaches to be considered of commercial im-
portance. The cooperating farmers had been growing peaches from 4 to
30 years, the average, being about 12 years. No interview was made if
less than 2 acres of peaches were in the orchard. The orchards were lo-
cated in Lincoln, Claiborne, and Webster Parishes.
Description of the Farms
The orchards studied were on farms typical in organization of the
North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area but larger than average. There
6
was an average of 207 acres per farm. Of this acreage, 69 acres were used
for cultivated crops, 41 acres were classed as idleland, 54 acres were in
pasture, and 43 acres were in woods and waste, table 2. The crop and
livestock organization on the farms studied is also given in table 2.
TABLE 2. Land Use, Crop and Livestock Organization for the 31 Farms Studied,
North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, 1944.
Land Use
Use Acres
Cropland 69
Idle land 41
Pasture 54
Woods and waste 43
Total acres per farm 207
Livestock Organization
Kind Number
Workstock 4
Dairy cows 4
Other cattle 11
Brood sows 1
Hogs raised 12
Poultry flock 50
Chickens raised 104
Cropping System
Crop Acres
Cotton 22.0
Corn . 20.2
Peanuts 1.1
Watermelons 7.3
Oats 4.0
Truck crops 1.2
Sweet Potatoes 6
All other crops 3
Orchard 12.3
Peaches (10.1)
In-production ( 4.8)
Pre-production ( 5.3)
Total cropland harvested 69.0
The farms are similar to other farms in the area in that cotton and corn
are the principal crops grown. The principal difference of these farms
studied to other farms of similar size is the importance of commercial
orchards
—
principally peaches.
Importance of the Peach Enterprise
Peaches are an important enterprise on these farms. With an average
of 10.1 acres of peaches per farm the enterprise assumes a position almost
equal to that of cotton. Of the 10.1 acres in peaches, however, only 4.8
acres were 4 years or older—which means that less than one-half of the
acreage in 1944 was in production. With over one-half of the acreage in
young orchards the indications are that the enterprise is being expanded.
TABLE 3. The Average Age of Peach Trees, 31 Orchards, North Louisiana Upland
Cotton Area, 1944.
Age Group Number of Percent
Years Trees
0- 1 5,240 21
2- 3 9,335 37
4- 5 4,575 18
6- 7 3,618 14
8- 9 1,385 6
10-12 405 2
12-15 300 1
15 and over 265 1
Total 25,123 100
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TABLE 4. Principal Varieties of Peaches as Reported by Farmers, 31 Orchards,
North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, 1944.
Variety Number of Trees Percent of Total
Elbertas, all 11,608 46
Hale 6,202 25
Belle of Georgia 1,575 6
Golden Jubilee 1,276 5
Indian Cling 405 2
Red Bird 402 2
Halberta Giants 200 1
Fair's Beauty 190 1
May Flower 138 0
Mamie Ross 95 0
Carman 75 0
Unclassifiedi 2,957 12
Total 25,123 100
1 Those varieties listed as unclassified include Yellow Harvest, Alton, Spencer, Krumel,
Heath Cling, Betsie Ross, and other.
The Average Age of Trees: The average age of peach trees is given
in table 3. On the basis of the age of trees it appears that even a higher
proportion of the trees have not reached the productive age as indicated
by the acreages. Fifty-eight percent of the trees were less than 4 years old
in 1944 and only 42 percent were in full production. The reason for a
higher proportion of the trees being in the pre-production age group
than is indicated by the acreage is that many young trees have been
planted in the older orchards to replace unproductive or dead trees.
Disposition of the Crop: The average gross income per farm from
peaches in 1944 was $918.98, and ranged from $0 to $6,750 per orchard.
Even though peach production is primarily commercial on these farms,
considerable quantities are used for home consumption. Home consump-
tion is relatively more important on those farms with orchards less than
2 acres, however.
On a state basis for the total production, the cash sales of peaches
amounted to 45 percent of the total farm value of the peach crop. This
left 55 percent of the total value for consumption at home.^ As the peach
enterprise increases in commercial importance, a smaller proportion of
the total value of the crop will be consumed at home.
Varieties of Peaches
The principal variety of peaches found in the orchards surveyed was
the Elberta, which accounted for 46 percent of all trees, table 4. Other
1 Calculated from data obtained from "Production, Prices, and Value of Selected
Crops, Livestock and Livestock Products in Louisiana, 1910-44," J. P. Montgomery,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Mimeograph Circular No. 49.
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important varities were the J. H. Hale, Belle of Georgia, and Golden
Jubilee in the order named.
Mortality of Trees
On the basis of past experience, estimates were obtained from farmers
cn the probable loss of trees by age groups, table 5. From these estimates
it was found that out of 100 trees planted, about 81 trees were expected
TABLE 5. The Average Estimated Mortality of Peach Trees as Reported by Farm-
ers, 31 Orchards, North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, 1944.
Age of Trees Percent Mortality Per 100 Trees
No. left
0-1 9 91
2 5 86
3 5 81
4 4 77
5 4 73
6 4 69
7 4 65
8 4 61
9 4 57
10 5 52
11 5 47
12 5 42
13 5 37
14 5 32
15 7 25
16 7 18
17 7 11
18 7 4
to be in production the fourth year. At the end of the tenth year, they
expected about 52 of the original trees to be living and productive. Very
few trees were expected to be productive after the fifteenth year.
These same farmers were asked another question on the productive life
of trees. An average of these estimates indicated that about 10 years was
considered the average productive life of trees in the area.
THE COST OF ESTABLISfflNG A COMMERCIAL
PEACH ORCHARD^
The production of peaches is different from the usual annual crops in
that peach trees do not normally bear the first crop of peaches until about
the fourth year. Since the development of orchards is a long time propo-
sition and entails high capital requirements in relation to most other
crops, it appears that prospective growers would be interested in the usual
practices, requirements, and development costs of commercial orchards.
2 This section deals only with the economic aspects of orchard development. For
a comprehensive treatment of general agronomic considerations of orchard develop-
ment the reader is referred to the North Carolina State College Agricultural Exten-
sion Service Circular No. 220, "Establishing a Commercial Peach Orchard" by H. R.
Niswonger and L. P. Watson.
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TABLE 6. Usual Operations, Man, Tractor, and Mule Hours Required Per Acre
TO Establish Peach Orchards in the North Louisiana
Upland Cotton Area.
Usual Operations
Tractor Operated Farms'^ Mule Operated Farms'^
Times Hours per acre Times
Over Man Tractor Mule Over
Hours per acre
Man Tractor Mul'^
First Year
Set trees3 1
Breaking* 1
Applying Fertilizer 1-2
Cultivatings 5
Hoeing 2
Cover crop6 1
Total
Second Year
Resetting? 1
Pruning 1
Spray-oil Emulsions 1
Discing 4
Breaking* 1
Applying Fertilizer 1-2
Cultivating^ 3
Hoeing 2
Cover crops 1
Total
Third Year
Resetting? 1
Pruning 1
Spray-Oil Emulsions .... 1
Discing 5
Breaking*
Applying Fertilizer 1
Cultivatings
Hoeing 1-2
Cover crop6 1
Total
Total, 3 Years
10.5
1.2
1.4
5.0
5.0
3.3
26.4
4.2
6.8
4.3
3.7
1.9
2.7
4.9
3.5
32.8
.9
6.3
9.0
5.6
3.6
3.5
30.7
89.9
2.0
1.2
1.5
4.7
4.3
.7
1.5
6.5
5.6
1.5
7.3
18.5
5.0
5.0
6.0
6.8
23.8
1
1
1-2
4
2
3
1-2
21.5
7.4
1.4
4.1
4.8
39.2
.9
5.3
9.0
2.2
6.7
1.8
4.5
4.4
34.8
104.6
.4
1.0
14.0
8.5
4.1
26.6
.5
.8
3.4
4.6 6.8 4.6
3.3 .6 5.4
4.0 6.0 6.7
1-2 1.9
2.7 4 3.5 3.5
2 4.9
'^2
12.0 30.6 .6 20.2
1 Fourteen farms operating with tractors.
2 Seventeen farms operating with mules.
3 The mo^t usual spacing was 21 x ^l^eet^or^XOO^ trees^pe^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^
The trees were generally
planted on clean land after a fall crop." ThVrequirements include lay
me.^lel^L^^^ with the interplanted crop, but for purposes
here it is
mcludS an ofcSr? practice. Frequently flatbreaking takes the place of discmg.
mamly on
""'l>?re'requir'e™is are for cultivating around the trees only. It is assumed that
cultivations
of the intertilled crop are chargeable to that crop.
• Includes requirements for applying phosphate.
„ or,^ in thP third vear
> Resetting approximately 9 trees per acre in the second year and 5 in
e y r.
8 Applications based on the use of a barrel spray.
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The commercial orchards that were studied in the North Louisiana Up-
land Cotton Area have been described, and the following information on
the establishment of orchards is based on the usual method of orchard
management as practiced by farmers now growing peaches in the area.
Labor and Power Requirements
The usual labor and power requirements for developing an acre of
peaches are given by operations and summarized for the three year period
required to bring peaches into production in table 6.
Farmers are mechanizing their farms rapidly in the hill areas of the
state, and nearly half of the orchards studied were on farms where trac-
tors were operated. The type of power used in doing farm work influences
the amount of labor required as well as the actual cost of performing
various operations. Since the trend toward farm mechanization is ex-
pected to continue at an accelerated rate, the usual operations, man,
tractor, and mule hour requirements are summarized separately for trac-
tor operated farms and mule operated farms.
On farms where tractors were operated, it required 88.9 man hours of
work, 18.5 tractor hours, and 23.8 mule hours to develop an acre of
orchard through the third year. This compares with 104.6 man hours,
1.0 tractor hour, and 69.5 mule hours on farms operated with mules. As
a rule the farmers operating with tractors were more careful and efficient
in performing recommended practices. For example, tractor farmers fol-
lowed the practice of planting winter cover crops in the orchard, while
this was not a usual practice on other farms.
The usual operations presented here are typical ones that are followed
in the area studied. They are not necessarily the recommended practices,
or do they represent the only operations performed on each individual
farm. The usual operations listed and the rates of performing them rep-
resent the prevalent pattern of orchard development and are the basis
for determining labor and power requirements.
Development Costs
It has been shown that considerable variation in labor and power re-
quirements occur under dijfferent farm conditions. Since this is so, the
cost of establishing an acre of peaches is given for those farms that operate
with tractor power and for those operating mainly with mule power. The
cost of orchard development is presented in table 7 with cost rates as
existing in 1944 and with cost rates as existing in 1935-39.
Development Costs on Tractor Operated Farms: The cost of establish-
ing an acre of peaches at 1944 prices was $102.39 for three years. The
development cost was $38.53 in the first year, $31.29 in the second year,
and $32.57 in the third year.
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Since the price level was considerably higher in 1944 than in the previ-
ous years when most orchards were established, the normal cost of orch-
ard development is presented and based upon prices that prevailed in the
period 1935-39. The cost of establishing an acre of peaches in this period
was $75.68 for three years. The development cost was |29.92 in the first
year, $22.27 in the second year, and $23.49 in the third year.
In terms of actual cost, it cost $26.71 or slightly over one-third more to
established an acre of peaches at 1944 prices than in the pre-war period
1935-39.
Development Costs on Mule Operated Farms'. The cost of establishing
an acre of peaches at 1944 prices was $87.93 for three years. The develop-
ment cost was $38.22 in the first year, $22.92 in the second year, and $26.79
in the third year. The cost of establishing an acre of peaches is less on the
farms operated with mules only than on those farms with tractors. The
reason is due not so much to the type of power used but to the fact that
fewer desirable orchard practices are performed on the farms operating
with mules. For example it was not a general practice to plant winter
cover crops on these farms.
As in the previous situation, normal costs of orchard development were
obtained by applying the average price of cost factors for the period
1935-39. The normal cost of development in this period was $60.19 for
three years. The development cost was $27.59 in the first year, $15.09 in
the second year, and $17.51 in the third year. The cost of establishment
was $27.74 or 46 percent more on mule operated farms in 1944 than in
the period 1935-39.
As compared with farms operating with tractors the cost of develop-
ment at 1944 prices is about 85 percent as much. The comparative cost,
however, is confusing because better orchard practices were followed on
those farms using tractors than those using mules only.
Differences in the Cost of Orchard Development: The cost of power,
equipment, and labor for three years was $41.39 in 1944 on farms operat-
ing with tractors, and $45.68 on farms operating with mules. Higher
costs on mule operated farms are due to higher man labor and mule work
requirements on farms operating with mules. Development cost was rela-
tively higher in 1944 than in 1935-39 on mule operated farms, mainly
because of higher costs of man labor and mule power in 1944 as compared
with the rates prevailing in 1935-39.
The cost of trees account for high initial costs in the first year, but this
cost is about the same regardless of the type of power.
Higher material costs for fertilizer were found on tractor farms. The
principal difference is due to the fact that farmers operating with trac-
tors plant cover crops and those using mules do not.
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COSTS AND RETURNS FROM THE PEACH ENTERPRISE
There prevails considerable interest in the possibilities of expanding
and developing the peach enterprise both on the part of farmers and
agricultural leaders in those areas where the production of peaches ap-
pears feasible. In order to evaluate the economic possibilities of peach
production in Louisiana the following information should be helpful:
(1) Man labor and power requirements for peach production, (2) The
cost of producing peaches in 1944, (3) The cost of producing peaches
in pre-war years, for example during the period 1935-39, (4) The com-
parative cost of producing peaches when tractors are being used and
where mules are being used, and (5) The average returns per bushel^
per acre, and per hour of work for each of the above situations.
Labor and Power Requirements
The usual operations for an orchard in production with man labor
and power requirements per acre of peaches are summarized in table 8.
These requirements are based on an acre of peaches of 100 trees. On
tractor operated farms with expected yields of 1.06 bushels per tree or
TABLE 8. Usual Operations, Man, Tractor, and Mule Hours Required Per Acre
OF Peaches in Production, North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area.
Tractor Operated Farms^ Mule Opperated Fnrms^
Usual Operations Times Hours per acre Times Hours per acre
Over Man Tractor Mule Over Man Tractor Mule
Resettings 1 .5 — — 1 .5 — —
Pruning 1 H.l — 3.0 1 10.7 — 3.2
Spray-Oil emulsion* 1 11.5 — 7.7 1 11.5 — 7.7
Discing 4 5.8 5.8 — 3 7.4 1.7 11.4
Applying fertilizer 1-2 2.1 — — 1-2 2.2 — —
Hoeing 1-2 3.0 — — 2 5.5 — —
Spray-Arsenate-sulphurs ... 3 33.0 — 21.0 3 33.0 — 21.0
Harvests 4-5 44.2 — 1.7 4-5 35.0 — 1.7
Cover crop7 1 3.5 1.5 — — — — —
Total, All Operations. . 114.7 7.3 33.4 105.8 1.7 45.0
1 Fourteen farms operating with tractors.
2 Seventeen farms operating with mules only.
8 The most usual spacing was 21 x 21 feet or 100 trees per acre. The requirements Include
digging holes or trenches and setting trees.
* Applications based upon the use of a barrel spray.
B Spraying and dusting. Applications based upon the use of a barrel spray.
6 Producers estimated that on an average one man usually picked about 24 bushels of
peaches in a 10-hour day or 2.4 bushels per hour. The average yield on which the labor require-
ments are based in this case was 106 bushels an acre of 1.06 bushels per tree for tractor
operated farms and 84 bushels an acre or .84 bushel per tree on mule operated farms.
7 Includes requirements for applying phosphate.
106 bushels an acre about 114.7 man hours, 7.3 tractor hours, and 83.4
mule hours are required to grow and harvest an acre.
Where mules are the principal source of power, the expected yield per
tree and per acre was slightly lower with .84 bushel per tree or 84 bushels
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an acre. Usually 105.8 hours of man labor, 1.7 hours of tractor work,
and 45.0 hours of mule work are required to grow and harvest an acre.
The Cost of Producing Peaches
The cost of producing an acre of peaches at 1944 prices and at 1935-39
prices is summarized in table 9. Since the type of power used also affects
the cost of performing various farm jobs, the production cost when trac-
tors are the main source of power is compared with that when mules fur-
nish most of the power.
The data on costs and returns presented in this section of the report
are based on methods of orchard management as practiced in the past and
do not in all cases represent desirable or recommended orchard practices.
One exception to the foregoing is that the costs and returns per acre are
calculated on the basis of maintaining a full stand of trees. Where less
than a full stand of trees is found, proportional adjustments should be
made in costs in relation to yields.
Cost Per Acre and Per Bushel in 1944: The cost per acre for growing
and harvesting an acre of peaches on tractor farms was $80.96 and the
average yield was 1.06 bushels per tree or 106 bushels per acre. On mule
operated farms the cost in 1944 was $69.53. The average yield was .84
bushel per tree or 84 bushels an acre. The cost per bushel was $0.76 on
tractor farms and $0.83 on those farms operating with mules. Production
costs were unusually high in 1944 because of high wage rates and high
prices for other cost items, table 9.
Production costs per acre were higher on tractor farms for several
reasons. Better orchard practices were followed in regard to winter cover
crops, fertilization, cultivation, etc. Production costs per bushel, how-
ever, were lower on these farms despite higher per acre costs because of
higher yields per acre.
These costs do not include the cost of containers because as a rule the
demand for peaches has far exceeded the supply and buyers have fur-
nished containers the past two years. If containers had been purchased
by the farmer the per acre cost on tractor farms would have been in-
creased about $25.44 to $106.40 or $1.00 a bushel. On mule operated
farms the added cost for containers would have been $20.16 increasing
the per acre cost to $89.69 or $1.07 a bushel.
Cost Per Acre and Per Bushel in 1933-39: Since the price level is of
extreme importance in determining the cost of production, it is import-
ant to examine the cost of producing peaches during a normal period,
such as the period 1935-39. Material requirements do not change much
from year to year and the cost per acre for 1935-39 was obtained by apply-
ing cost rates that prevailed during this time. In determining per bushel
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costs normal yields as estimated by the cooperating farmers were used.
Their estimate of normal yield was only slightly less than actual yields
. in 1944.
The cost of growing and harvesting an acre of peaches on tractor farms
in 1935-39 was $52.48. The estimated normal yield was 1.02 bushels per
tree or 102 bushels an acre. On mule operated farms it cost $43.12 to
grow and harvest an acre. The estimated normal yield was .80 bushel
per tree or 80 bushels an acre. The cost per bushel on tractor farms was
$0.51 a bushel and on mule farms $0.54.
If it had been necessary for farmers to purchase containers the cost
per acre on tractor operated farms would have been increased $18.36 to
$70.84 and on mule operated farms it would have been increased $14.40
to $57.52, the per bushel costs would have been increased proportionally
to $0.69 a bushel with tractor power and $0.72 with mule power.
Even though normal yields were a little below those in 1944, it is pos-
sible to get an approximate comparison of 1935-39 costs with those of
1944. On tractor farms the per acre cost was 54 percent higher in 1944
than in 1935-39. On mule farms the per acre cost was 61 percent higher.
The per bushel cost was 51 percent more in 1944 on farms using tractors
and 54 percent more on those using mules.
Net Returns From the Enterprise
Prospective producers of peaches are interested in the probable returns
from the enterprise. The development and annual production costs are
important but not any more so than yields and prices. Net returns from
the enterprise are given here for 1944 and also for the period 1935-39.
Variations in yields and prices are taken up in another section of this
report.
Net Returns in 1944 \ The average price received for peaches at the
farm in 1944 without containers was $2.62 a bushel. This is the second
highest price received for peaches on record. Data on returns per bushel
and per acre are given at the bottom of table 9.
On the farms operating with tractors the average yield was 1 .06 bushels
per tree; the net return, $1.85 per bushel, $196.56 per acre, and $1.96 per
hour of labor. On the farms operating with mules the yield was .84
bushel per tree; the net return, $1.79 per bushel, $150.54 per acre, and
$1.66 per hour of labor.
It must be remembered that the year 1944 was extremely favorable as
to price, and yields were above normal. Production costs were high, but
because of the favorable conditions, the enterprise was more profitable
than could be anticipated over a period of years.
Net' Returns in 1935-39: The pre-war period 1935-39 was a normal
period in regard to cost-price relationships and to yields. From the stand-
point of evaluating the enterprise as an alternative in cropping systems
18
or as a supplementary source of income, this period furnishes more re-
liable basis.
The net return per bushel on tractor farms was $0.58, per acre $58.68,
and per hour of labor $0.63. On mule farms the net return per bushel
was $0.55, per acre $44.08, and per hour of labor $0.52. On farms operat-
ing with tractors the normal yield was estimated to be 1.02 bushels per
tree as compared with .80 bushel per tree on those operating with mules.
Costs and Returns in Louisiana Compared With Other States
A study of the peach enterprise in western New York^ of 120 orchards
in 1936 shows a per acre cost, excluding containers, of $80.76, and a net
return per acre of $52.61. The yield per acre was 120 bushels, the cost
per bushel was $0.67, the return per hour of labor was $0.89 and 97 hours
of man labor were required to grow and harvest an acre, table 10.
An Arkansas study on Production Costs and Market Distribution made
in 1925 is not strictly comparable to the 1935-39 period, or to 1944.^ The
general price level in 1925 was above that in 1935-39 and below that of
1944. In the Ozark Foothills section production costs, excluding con-
tainers, was $76.24, the yield 100 bushels an acre, and the cost per bushel
TABLE 10. The Costs and Returns from the Peach Enterprise in Louisiana Com-
pared WITH Other States, Selected Years.
Net Returns
Hours Cost Cost returns per
State Year Yield man per per per hour of
labor acre^ bushel^ acre^ labor^
bu. hrs. doL dol. dol. dol.
Louisiana
Tractor Operated
Farms 1944 106 114.7 81.11 0.77 196.56 1.95
Mule Operated Farms.
. 1944 84 105.8 69.54 0.83 150.54 1.66
Tractor Operated
Farms 1935-39 102 111.5 52.50 0.51 58.68 0.63
Mule Operated Farms. 1935-39 80 104.1 43.12 0.54 44.08 0.52
New York^
All farms 1936 120 97 80.76 0.67 52.61 0.89
Arkansas^
.
Ozark Foothills 1925 100 76.24 0.76
Highland Area 1925 125 93.58 0.75
1 The Peach Enterprise in Westerv, New York, Harrell P. DeGraff, Agricultural Experiment
Bulletin, No. 710.
2 Production Costs and Market Distribution of Arkansas Peaches, C. O. Brannen, Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 207.
8 Excludes the cost of containers.
3 "The Peach Enterprise in Western New York," Harrell F. DeGraff, Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 710.
"Production Costs and Market Distribution of Arkansas Peaches," C. O. Brannen,
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 207.
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50.76. In the Highland area production costs per acre, excluding con-
tainers was $93.58, the yield 125 bushels an acre, and the cost per bushel
$0.75. The production cost per bushel was slightly lower than that found
in Louisiana in 1944, but considerably higher than that during the
period 1935-39. If the studies had been made in the same year, the data
indicate that costs per bushel would not have varied widely.
In analyzing the cost and returns from the peach enterprise it should
be remembered the extreme variations in cost-price-yield relationships
occur from season to season. Although there is considerable variation
in orchard management within the state and from one producing area
to another, striking similarities are apparent when the Louisiana data
are compared to comparable studies made in other states, table 10.
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE ENTERPRISE IN LOUISIANA
The production of peaches requires the close supervision of the farm
operator and is more complicated than the production of most annual
farm crops. The enterprise is highly specialized and for economical pro-
duction, it is necessary to follow recommended orchard practices as to
choice of soil, fertilization, cover crops, pruning, spraying, etc. Successful
production in other words requires considerable managerial capacity.
TABLE 11. The Estimated Number of Trees, Production, and Yield Per Tree for
THE United States and Louisiana, by Periods, 1910-44.
Louisiana United States
Period Number
of trees
Bushels
harvested
Yield
per tree
1910-14
1915-19
1920-24
1925-29
1930-34
1935-39
1940-44
(thousands)
803
553
395
352
357
405
426
(thousands)
423
397
197
191
246
291
318
(bushels)
.53
.72
.50
.54
.69
.72
.75
Number Bushels Yield
of trees harvested per tree
(thousands) (thousands) (bushels)
88,981 44,167 .50
74,500 47,043 .63
64,269 46,731 .73
61,100 53,553 .88
57,142 53,693 .94
51,255 55,919 1.09
49,709 62,359 1.25
Based on U. S. Census and data from the Crop Reporting Board, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics.
Yield of Peaches
It has been observed that much better orchard practices are followed
where the orchard is of commercial importance than in home orchards.
Since considerable numbers of bearing trees and trees less than bearing
age are in home orchards, it is to be expected that the best scientific
methods of handling the trees is not the usual practice in Louisiana.
This becomes evident when the average yield per tree in Louisiana is
compared with national averages, table 11. The average yield per tree is
considerably lower in Louisiana than the average yield for the United
States, 0.72 bushel per tree in 1935-39 as compared with 1.09 bushels for
the country as a whole. The yield per tree in 1944 for the 31 commercial
20
orchards in Louisiana was 1.06 bushels on tractor operated farms and
0.84 bushel on mule operated farms. The estimated normal yield was
1.02 bushels and 0.80 bushel, respectively. The yields of these commer-
cial orchards are much nearer to national average yields.
The Production of Peaches
Production of peaches in any given year depends, of course, on the
number of bearing trees and the yield per tree. Variation in production
from year to year is vitally important in determining profits from the
peach enterprise. Probably the most comprehensive measure of the vari-
ations in production is the published estimates of peach production over
a period of years. Annual production estimates are valuable in determin-
ing the occurence and extent of poor production years.
Production in Louisiana: The production of peaches in Louisiana has
been estimated annually since 1909 by the Crop Reporting Board of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, figure 4. The total production of
peaches since 1919 has declined from the level prevailing prior to that
time due to the reduction in the number of bearing trees. Yields have
been increased but not sutfficiently
.
to maintain production at the level
prevailing in the period 1909-19.
Since 1930 there has been three years in which production has been
less than 232,000 bushels. The three poor years were 1932 when only
122,000 bushels were harvested, 1937 when 232,000 bushels were har-
vested and 1943 when 176,000 bushels were harvested. The estimated
yield per tree in 1932 was 034 bushel; 1937, 0.57 bushel; and 1943, 0.40
bushel. The largest production reported from 1930 to 1944 was 392,000
bushels in 1931, and the average production for the period was 294,000.
Production was greater than 294,000 bushels in 8 of these years and less
than the average in 6 years.
On the basis of annual production, it appears that about one out of
every five years is a poor year for peaches in Louisiana. This generaliza-
tion, however, does not hold true for every particular orchard in Louisi-
ana, as individual orchards may fail completely in a particular year. The
frequency of failures for a particular orchard may either be more or less
than the average for the state.
^
Production in the United States: The production of peaches in the
United States varies much less from year to year than in Louisiana,
figure 5. The average annual production for 14 years 1931-1944 was 57,-
325,000 bushels. In 6 of these years the annual production exceeded the
average for the period and in 8 years the production was lower than the
5 Experimental work on peaches has been conducted at the North Louisiana Experi-
ment Station for a number of years. Yields, of course, have varied widely from year
to year but there is no record of a complete failure in the last 17 years.
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average. The annual production ranged from 42,180,000 bushels in 1943
to 76,971,000 bushels in 1931.
Price of Peaches
The price received by farmers for peaches and the variation in prices
from year to year is an important factor affecting the profits from the
enterprise. The farm price per bushel in Louisiana follows a similar
pattern to the price of peaches in the United States, however, the price
in Louisiana usually is a little higher than that throughout the rest of
the country, figure 6. The consumption of peaches in Louisiana is greater
than the production and until the production of peaches in Louisiana
exceeds local consumption, the farm price may be expected to exceed the
price in surplus producing areas by the cost of transportation and
handling.
The lowest price on record for Louisiana peaches was in 1934 when
the average price per bushel was $0.75. This is the only year since 1916
that the price has been below $1.00 a bushel. Peaches sold for $1.00 a
bushel in 1938 and 1940. Prices reached a new peak in 1943 and 1944,
the average farm price being $3.10 in 1943 and $3.00 in 1944.
Higher prices in 1943 and 1944 have stimulated much interest on the
part of farmers in Northern Louisiana in the possibilities of peach pro-
duction. The information presented in this bulletin indicates that the
peach enterprise when handled properly is profitable even with normal
prices, but farmers should not go into the business on the basis of an-
ticipating prices of $3.00 per bushel. The average price for the period
1935-39 was $1.09 a bushel. From 1931 to 1944, the average annual price
exceeded $1.09 a bushel in 6 years and was less in 8 years.
The relationship of the general price level to the price of peaches is
important for commercial peach producers to consider, figure 7. The
Louisiana farm price of peaches follows pretty much the same pattern
as that of all wholesale prices in the United States. During the '20's the
price of peaches was high relative to the general price level. This rela-
tionship was reversed during the '30's and from 1933-42 the farm price
of peaches was low in relation to other wholesale prices. Since 1942 the
wartime demand has been great and peaches have been relatively high
to the general level of all prices.
It is in periods like 1942-44 that there is much enthusiasm in expand-
ing the enterprise. It is good business on the part of prospective pro-
ducers to consider a much longer period than two or three years before
making the long time commitments required in the production of peaches.
Peach trees that are planted in 1945 cannot be expected to bear before
1949 and with usual orchard practices the normal bearing life of these
trees would last about 10 years.
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Marketing Practices
Very little information is available on the marketing of peachfes in
Louisiana. Commercial production is small and scattered and for this
reason specific marketing channels have not been developed. Any pro-
gram aimed at development of the peach enterprise in Louisiana must
consider the available markets and the methods by which the increased
production will be marketed.
Information in regard to prevailing marketing practices, particularly
in regard to the usual marketing period, packaging and grading, and
methods of sale was obtained from the commercial growers cooperating
in this study. The information applies mainly to the 1944 crop year,
and it is recognized that marketing methods were influenced by high
wartime demands and wartime conditions—thus varying considerably
from conditions that would be expected in normal times.
Usual Marketing Dates: There is a wide range in the marketing period.
It is estimated that in 1944 about 15 percent of the crop was marketed
from May 1 to June 15, 50 percent from June 15 to July 15, 30 percent
from July 15 to August 15, and 5 percent from August 15 to October 15.
The principal variety is the Elberta, but there were a number of other
varieties that ripened anywhere from early in May through the middle
of October. With greater specialization in peach production it is ex-
pected that a higher proportion of the crop will be Elbertas because of
their superiority under Louisiana conditions. Concentration on the pro-
duction of Elbertas will tend to increase the difficulties in marketing,
however, and increase the need for better marketing of the crop.
Packaging and Grading: Only one of the producers included in the
group studied, graded and packed peaches in a special pack. This was
done because of a contract for the sale of the entire crop to one buyer
with a special demand. All other producers sold on a semi-field run
basis. As a rule the producer did not furnish containers, these being fur-
nished by the buyer.
Peaches were generally graded by hand as to size, firmness, and quality
when picked from the trees. Culls were eliminated in the field.
Sales: Most peaches from the orchards studied were sold at the farm
to truckers who were also buying watermelons, cantaloupes, peaches, and
apples. When not sold at the farm, they were sold at nearby points, such
as Ruston, Monroe, Homer, or Shreveport.
Peaches were frequently sold along with watermelons. Producers who
follow the practice of hauling watermelons to certain areas of the state
often carry a mixed load including peaches. Considerable marketing of
this sort is practiced by farmers who market their produce east of Mon-
roe, Alexandria, and points South, and in Shreveport. It was impossible
to obtain reliable information from the producers as to the exact
destina-
tion because they did not know.
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The Place of the Peach Enterprise in Farming Systems
It is becoming increasingly apparent that more diversification is de-
sirable in the organization of farms in the hill sections of Louisiana. The
cotton enterprise has declined in importance during the past decade and
in many cases suitable alternatives have not been developed to any great
extent. An expansion of the peach enterprise appears to offer promising
possibilities as a supplementary source of farm income on many farms in
these areas.
The Utilization of Farm Resources: With the present cropping system
on most farms in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area, full utiliza-
tion of the farm resources is not being achieved. Considerable cropland
is lying idle that is ideal for the production of peaches.
Very little additional equipment would be required for a moderate
expansion of the enterprise. Spraying equipment is the only additional
item of equipment necessary. In the past most spraying has been done
with a barrel spray. It should be pointed out that a barrel spray will not
do the job as effectively as it should be done to be consistent with desira-
ble orchard management. Some type of power spray is recommended re-
gardless of the size of the orchard even though it is necessary to own this
special equipment cooperatively with other producers. Where orchards
are developed, it is probable that more complete utilization will be made
of farm power and equipment. This is desirable, because per acre and
per hour costs of performing operations would be reduced with fuller
utilization of the farm machinery.
Successful peach production is highly specialized, but the managerial
capacity of many farmers in the area is sufficient to handle the enterprise
on a commercial scale.
The production of peaches will provide increased employment oppor-
tunities because it is a labor intensive crop—even more so than cotton.
Approximately one-third more labor is required to produce and harvest
an acre of peaches than is required for cotton.
The Distribution of Labor: Labor required in peach production is
well distributed throughout the year and fits well into the usual cropping
system, figure 8. Considerable labor is required during the winter and
early spring months when there is little other farm work to be done. Dur-
ing May and June, however, there is some conflict in labor requirements
with the other crops—cotton, corn, and sweet potatoes. The peak re-
quirements in peach production occur in July after most of the other
crops have been laid by. There is little or no conflict in labor require-
ments for peach production with other crops during the general harvest-
ing season in September and October. In conclusion it appears that the
production of peaches affords an opportunity to obtain better labor dis-
tribution throughout the year and competes seriously for labor only dur-
ing the months of May and June. The trend toWard mechanization will
tend to reduce the seriousness of this competition for labor as recent
28
THE USUAL DISTRIBUTION AND THE HOURS OF MAN LABOR REQUIRED
TO GROW AND HARVEST 10 ACRES EACH OF PEACHES, COTTON.
CORN, AND SWEET POTATOES, NORTH LOUISIANA
UPLAND COTTON AREA.
hoars
Figure 8. It requires approximately one-third more man labor to produce an acre of
peaches than cotton. Peaches require less labor than sweet potatoes, however. There
is some competition between peaches and other crops during May and June, but this
competition is not serious. The peak labor period for peaches is during the harvesting
season in late June and July after most farm crops are laid by. The labor require-
ments for peaches are well distributed throughout the year.
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studies show the greatest reduction in man labor requirements are
achieved in the pre-harvest operations for most crops.
Peaches as a Cash Crop Alternative: On the basis of the results of this
analysis it is apparent that the peach enterprise has been profitable in the
past. When the results on net enterprise returns per acre and per hour
of man labor are compared with the results of other farm management
research in the same general area, it is evident that when the orchards are
handled efficiently, peach production has favorable possibilities as a major
cash crop.® The profitableness of an expanded peach enterprise in Lou-
isiana, however, depends greatly upon the development of a marketing
organization which will effectively market the commercial production.
SUMMARY
This report describes the peach enterprise as it is found on North Lou-
isiana farms and appraises the economic possibilities of expanding the
production of peaches. The declining importance of cotton as a major
cash crop increases the need for developing new enterprises that are
adapted to local conditions in order to provide fuller employment of
human and physical resources and to increase the farm income.
The production of peaches is concentrated in the northern hill areas
of Louisiana, mainly the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area and the
areas bordering it. Peaches have been grown in the sandy-hill sections
for many years but the development of commercial production has been
slow. In recent years more farmers have paid close attention to the en-
terprise and peach production has assumed a prominent place along with
other crops in the organization of some hill farms. Generally the com-
mercial producers have been efficient in performing desirable management
practices, but those producing peaches in small home orchards have not
handled their orchards well.
Commercial production is still small in relation to the total produc-
tion. Over one-half or about 55 percent of the total farm value of peaches
in Louisiana is consumed at home on the farm, leaving only about 45
percent for cash sales.
It requires about 4 years to develop a peach orchard. Some trees bear
a small crop in the third year but most producers do not expect a crop
until the fourth season.
The cost of developing a commercial orchard is important and a
knowledge of development costs enables prospective producers to ap-
praise the production of peaches as an alternative to other crops. The
cost of development varied for different power systems. On farms using
tractors the development cost at 1944 prices for 3 years was $102.39. With
prices in a period such as 1935-39 the cost of developing an acre was
6 For further information on the relative returns from the different crops the reader
is referred to the following unpublished manuscripts: "An Economic Study of the
Sweet Potato Enterprise in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area in 1943" by Leo
T Fenske and J. Norman Efferson; and "Mechanization on
Hill Farms in North
Louisiana" by Leo J. Fenske and Frank D. Barlow, Jr.
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$75.68. Where mules were the principal sources of power development
cost ior 3 years at 1944 prices amounted to $87.93 an acre. For the period
1935-39 the cost of development was only $60.19 on these farms.
Development costs were much higher in 1944 than in 1935-39, mainly
because of higher labor and power costs. It cost a little over one-third
more to establish an acre of peaches in 1944 on tractor farms than in
1935-39 and about 46 percent more on mule operated farms.
On the basis of the experience of producers now growing peaches in
the areas studied, approximately 90 hours of man labor are required to
develop an acre of peaches on tractor operated farms. Approximately 18.6
hours of tractor work, and 23.8 hours of mule work were required on
these farms. Where mules were the principal source of power 104.6 man
hours were required for development, 1.0 tractor hour, and 69.5 mule
hours.
At 1944 prices and yields the cost of producing a bushel of peaches,
exclusive of containers, was $0.76 on tractor farms, and $0.83 on mule
farms. At 1935-39 prices and normal yields the cost of producing a bushel
of peaches was $0.51 on tractor farms and $0.54 on mule farms.
Net enterprise returns were extremely favorable in 1944 because of the
combination of high per acre yields and record breaking prices.
The average returns per acre in 1944 for orchards in full production
on tractor farms was $196.56. On mule farms the per acre return was
$150.54. Net returns average much lower in periods of normal prices and
normal yields. With prices as those in 1935-39 and normal yields the per
acre returns are estimated to be $58.68 on tractor operated farms and
$44.08 on mule operated farms.
The production of peaches is an intensive labor crop requiring more
man labor to grow and harvest an acre of peaches in production than for
cotton. On tractor farms about 115 man hours are required and on mule
farms about 106 man hours are required. Approximately 7.3 tractor hours
and 33.4 mule hours are required per acre on tractor farms; and 1.7 trac-
tor hours and 45 mule hours are required on mule operated farms.
The differences in the operation of commercial orchards on tractor
operated farms and mule operated farms are not limited entirely to the
type of power used. As a rule those farmers that were using tractor power
extensively were following more closely the recommended orchard prac-
tices, such as cultivation, fertilization, winter cover crops, etc. Better
orchard management on the tractor farms resulted in higher per acre
costs, but lower per bushel costs because of higher yields.
Average yields of peaches in Louisiana are lower than for the country
as a whole. The yield per tree has been increasing since 1909, but the
number of bearing trees decreased considerably from 1909 to 1934—sipce
then the number of bearing trees has been increasing.
The production of peaches in recent years is below the production re-
ported in the period 1909-19. Annual production information is helpful
in determining the occurence of poor production years. It appears that
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farmers in Louisiana may normally expect about one poor peach crop
out of five.
The price of peaches in Louisiana follows a similar course to that of
the general price level. With but few exceptions the price of peaches in
Louisiana has averaged higher than for the country as a whole. There is
only one year on record in which the price of peaches in Louisiana has
averaged less than one dollar a bushel and that was in 1934 when econom-
ic activity was low and the production was above average.
The marketing system for peaches is unorganized throughout most of
the peach producing sections and producers in the past have disposed of
their crop locally as best they could. Commercial production is small and
scattered and for this reason the development of market channels has
been neglected.
There is a wide range in marketing dates, but the bulk of the Louisi-
ana crop is marketed during the first part of July when the Elbertas are
in season. Elbertas appear to be superior to most other varieties and any
growth in the enterprise in Louisiana will accentuate the need for de-
veloping a marketing system in order to dispose of production in the
peak period.
In the past there has been no consistent method of grading, packaging
or selling on the part of producers. If the enterprise is developed in Lou-
isiana, more emphasis must be placed upon each of these phases of mar-
keting—otherwise, the enterprise may fail completely,
There is a place for the peach enterprise on many farms in the hill
areas of North Louisiana. The production of peaches is a highly special-
ized job and should not be attempted unless the operator is willing to
devote considerable time and effort to the enterprise.
The development of the enterprise in Louisiana affords an opportunity
for many farmers to obtain a better utilization of the farm resources.
Land and equipment that is not now fully utilized may be put to a pro-
ductive use. Peach production is an intensive labor crop, but much of
the work in orchards can be done when other farm work is not pressing
—
thus much employment is provided in the "slack" season. Though man-
agerial requirements are exacting there appears to be ample managerial
capacity in the area to develop the enterprise commercially.
The author expresses his appreciation to Professor B. M. Gile who criticized the
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Dawson M. Johns and Mr. Lynn Hathorne of the North Louisiana Experiment Station,
and to Dr. Julian C. Miller, Head of Horticultural Research in Louisiana, who read
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